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At first we are inclined to resent it. There, too, was the melancholy Englishman, who rose among the coffee
cups and the little iron tables and revealed the secrets of his soulâ€”as travellers do. In what crevices and
crannies, one might ask, did they lodge, this maimed company of the halt and the blind? Nor again was he
thinking of the great public, which, in a very few years, would have paid him handsomely for the brilliant
pages that he lavished upon his friends. Now I, who preside over the company, am going to arrange in order
the trophies which we have all brought in. But it is more difficult to fix that figure within an outline than so to
sum up many of her contemporaries. The reader's eye may have slipped over that moment entirely. But there,
looking them full in the face was the present momentâ€”the great gluttonous public; and how can a writer turn
at will from that impersonal stare to the little circle in the fire-lit room? So thinking I passed them, filling in
the picture as fully, as completely as I could, noticing the colour of her dress, of his eyes, seeing the sandy cat
slinking round the cottage door. The horses stood still. But, after all, we are only gliding smoothly on the
surface. Captain James Jones might assert that, as Captain of His Majesty's third regiment of Guards with a
residence by virtue of his office in Savoy Square, his social position was equal to the Doctor's. Leonard
Woolf. Their anger shot through the air. Wilkinson was transported. He is writing about politicsâ€”about
Wilkes and Chatham and the signs of coming revolution in France; but also about a snuffbox; and a red
riband; and about two very small black dogs. The pavement was dry and hard; the road was of hammered
silver. She laughs at his foibles; knows his failings. Later, when the will was read and the truth made public
that not only the house in Henrietta Street, but Pap Castle in Cumberland and the lands and lead mines
pertaining to it, were left without exception to an unknown Captain Jones, she burst out in "terms exceeding
all bounds of delicacy. Besides the wit and the anecdote and the brilliant descriptions of masquerades and
midnight revelries his friends drew from him something superficial yet profound, something changing yet
entireâ€”himself shall we call it in default of one word for that which friends elicit but the great public kills?
We are both quite wrong in our judgments no doubt, but that is inevitable. That was the size of her front door
which stood wide open, though there was a fire burning in the grate. Books are everywhere; and always the
same sense of adventure fills us. He is marked three and sixpence, but the bookseller's wife, seeing how
shabby the covers are and how long the book has stood there since it was bought at some sale of a gentleman's
library in Suffolk, will let it go at that. The prodigality of his metaphors can be flashed over by the eye, but the
speaking voice falters in the middle. She was a born critic, and a critic whose judgments were inborn,
unhesitating. So now at the turn of the road I saw one of these pictures. No picture of any sort came to
interpret it, to make it intelligible to the mind. Now, without a word said on either side, the quarrel was made
up.


